SCFD HONORS THE
LONE TREE ARTS CENTER
In 2011, the Lone Tree Arts Center
was just getting off the ground. As
a new organization, eager to serve
the Denver community and make our
mark as a cultural leader, we focused
on filling a need for outstanding,
professional artistry in the thriving
south metro area. Artistic excellence
continues to drive our work, and so
far, we have six prestigious industry
awards to show for it.

Along with the Rex Morgan Award
recognition, the Arts Center also
received a monetary award, made
possible through the generosity of
PNC Bank. This funding will support
our Sensory Friendly Initiative and
other Community Impact programs
that help us reach underserved
audiences through the arts. These
include Classroom on Stage
Outreach to Title 1 Schools; SPARK!,
a free cultural series for adults with
memory loss and caregivers; and
Arts in the Afternoon, a daytime
series that invites seniors to be
active arts patrons.
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Recently, we brought home yet another
award that represents the impact of
our commitment to breaking down
barriers for audiences with limited
access to quality arts and culture.
This past November, the Arts Center
received the 2018 Rex Morgan Award
for Innovative Partnership and
Regional Cooperation, a prestigious
honor from the Scientific and Cultural
Facilities District (SCFD). The citizens
of the SCFD help to support more than
300 arts organizations throughout the
seven-county Denver metro area.
Since 1998, SCFD has recognized
individuals—visionaries and change
makers—whose leadership has helped
the arts flourish for the benefit of
local citizens, following the example
of SCFD pioneer, Rex Morgan, for
whom the award is named. However,
this year, SCFD added a new category
to recognize organizations, and the
Arts Center is the first to achieve
this distinction. The recognition
from SCFD is particularly meaningful
because it shines the spotlight on
the Arts Center’s signature Sensory
Friendly Initiative and our important
work to ensure access, encourage
participation, and extend welcome
to those in our community with
intellectual, developmental, and
sensory disabilities.
We launched Sensory Friendly
programming within a year of opening
our doors. In 2012, working with local
experts in the disabilities field, we
presented a modified, low-sensory
performance of our Home for the
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That explains why on the day the Arts
Center received word of the award,
the whole team beamed with pride
and gratitude. “I think we each had a
‘lump-in-the-throat’ moment, realizing
that our work resonated so deeply,
even among those who were learning
about it for the first time through our
nomination,” Lisa recalls.

Lone Tree Mayor Jackie Millet, LTAC Executive
Director Lisa Rigsby Peterson, and fellow
honorees Federico Peña and Dan Hopkins

Holidays spectacular. This helped us
understand the need for accessible
performing arts in our community.
We also discovered that our emerging
organization could lead the way in
providing these opportunities!
Today, we approach the Sensory
Friendly Initiative with the same
ambition that drives every other aspect
of our programming. With a full
season of low-sensory performances
in our SF Family Tree series, usher
training for adults with special
needs, and a new collaboration with
Arapahoe Community College’s
Elevate program to help students
with intellectual or developmental
disabilities explore careers in the arts,
the Arts Center is now among the
visionaries and change makers in
our region.
“Sensory Friendly work is part of our
DNA,” explains Lisa Rigsby Peterson,
executive director. “Everyone, from our
technical team, to our administrative
staff, to our dedicated volunteers,
embraces what we do and why we do it.”

This collective sense of pride also
explains why, on November 28, the
night of the SCFD’s public celebration
in downtown Denver, the Arts Center’s
cheering section was 29 strong,
including staff, volunteers, corporate
partners, and current and former City
Council leaders.
Many other local arts organizations
were among the crowd of 600
attendees, including many we have
inspired in the common purpose of
making Denver the most sensory
friendly city in the nation. By sharing
best practices, convening a network,
and commissioning the finest artists
in our region, including Colorado
Symphony, Colorado Ballet, Swallow
Hill Music, Phamaly Theatre Company,
Fiesta Colorado, Cleo Parker Robinson
Dance Company, and the Denver
Museum of Nature and Science, we
are collaborators—not competitors—
in this movement.
The momentum continues to build,
and now, six years after launching
programs for those who have been
excluded, the Arts Center is proud
to be a leader in a community-wide
initiative that is helping to redefine
what audiences could—and should—
look like in the 21st Century. Our
greatest reward comes from doing
our part to ensure that the arts are
for everyone!
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